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When single, independent-minded mother-to-be Trish Delacourt went into labor on the side of a snowy road, she
swallowed her pride and flagged down the nearest passing motorist. What she hoped for: a Good Samaritan. What she
got: rancher Hardy Jones, handsome as sin and sworn to be single. He knew nothing about birthin' babies, but he was
going to have to take a crash course—pronto! Inveterate ladies' man Hardy never could turn down a beautiful woman,
so when the pregnant damsel in distress needed him, he delivered her beautiful baby girl. But what was to become of
Hardy's policy of no-strings-attached? One look at Trish—and her adorable daughter—and he could feel a most
unfamiliar pull.
Ada Lovelace, the daughter of Lord Byron was born in 1815 just after the Battle of Waterloo, and died aged 36, soon
after the Great Exhibition of 1851. She was connected with some of the most influential and colourful characters of
the age: Charles Dickens, Michael Faraday, Charles Darwin and Charles Babbage. It was her work with Babbage that
led to her being credited with the invention of computer programming and to her name being adopted for the
programming language that controls the US military machine. Ada personified the seismic historical changes taking
place over her lifetime. This was the era when fissures began to open up in culture: romance split away from reason,
instinct from intellect, art from science. Ada came to embody these new polarities and her life heralded a new era: the
machine age. Reissued to coincide with the bicentenary of Ada's birth, The Bride of Science is a fascinating
examination of an extraordinary life offering devastating insight into the seemingly unbridgeable gulf between art and
science, the consequences of which are still with us today.
In this book, the first of a series, Robin D. Gill, author of the highly acclaimed Rise, Ye Sea Slugs! and Cherry Blossom
Epiphany, the largest single-theme anthologies of poetry ever published, explores the traditional Japanese New Year
through 2,000 translated haiku (mostly 17-20c). "The New Year," R.H. Blyth once wrote, "is a season by itself." That
was nowhere so plain as in the world of haiku, where saijiki, large collections called of ku illustrating hundreds, if not
thousands of briefly explained seasonal themes, generally comprised five volumes, one for each season. Yet, the
great doyen of haiku gave this fifth season, considered the first season when it came at the head of the Spring rather
than in mid-winter, only a tenth of the pages he gave to each of the other four seasons (20 vs. 200). Was Blyth, Zen
enthusiast, not enamored with ritual? Or, was he loath to translate the New Year with its many cultural idiosyncrasies
(most common to the Sinosphere but not to the West), because he did not want to have to explain the haiku? It is
hard to say, but, with these poems for the re-creation of the world, Robin D. Gill, aka "keigu" (respect foolishness, or
respect-fool), rushes in where even Blyth feared to tread to give this supernatural or cosmological season - one that
combines aspects of the Solstice, Christmas, New Year's, Easter, July 4th and the Once Upon a Time of Fairy Tales the attention it deserves. With G.K. Chesterton's words, evoking the mind of the haiku poets of old, the authorpublisher leaves further description of the content to his reader-reviewers. "The man standing in his own kitchengarden with the fairyland opening at the gate, is the man with large ideas. His mind creates distance; the motor-car
stupidly destroys it." (G.K. Chesterton: Heretics 1905)
The Single Dad's New-Year Bride
Conspiracy, Treason and Heresy at the Court of the Dying Tyrant
A Brief Guide to Judaism
Indianapolis Monthly
A New Year Bride: Christmas in the Boss's Castle / Winter Wedding for the Prince / Merry Christmas, Baby Maverick!
The Fundamental Principles of Old and New World Civilizations
This book is a memoir of my traditional Chinese parents whose resilience and courage was
representative of our pioneering forefathers. With their passing, I see the vanishing of
the Old China which philosophical heritage, idealism and romance has shaped the Chinese
mind for centuries. Our upbringing highlighted the importance of Respect and
Responsibility within the context of a code of conduct. The book is a literary pastiche a montage of my world in Australia juxtaposed against the exquisite brocade of the other
world. Today's China is a vibrant part of our cyber-world, the impact of which could be
encompassing on one's individuality. What kind of persons will our young generation and
the future generations become.
What No One Tells the Bride is the inside scoop--good and bad--on what it's really like
being married. In these pages, journalist Marg Stark breaks the newlywed code of silence
and exposes the profound adjustments brides often experience. Stark and 50 married women
tell their stories--showing others how to handle turbulence on cloud nine--and reveal
marital truths, such as: You don't feel like a "Mrs." Sometimes you even dream about old
boyfriends. You write all the wedding gift thank-you notes. So you are doomed to your
mother's life--60 years of doing more than your share? Making love is the last thing on
your mind when you have the flu and haven't showered for days. But he still wants to. You
tell him you got these incredible bargains and quietly resent having to justify your
spending. You have shining moments when marriage feels absolutely right, but nevertheless
you pine for something more. Humorous and compassionate--with advice from marriage
counselors, ministers, financial advisors, and sex therapists--What No One Tells the
Bride is not only a practical guide for every newly married woman, it also makes the
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perfect wedding shower gifts.
Sheriff Spencer Riley and his mother recently ordered his big brother Clayton a mail
order bride for Christmas! (The Christmas Mail Order Bride, Holiday Mail Order Brides,
Book One). Too bad neither one of them bothered to tell Clayton, so imagine his surprise,
and Spencer thought it to be one of the funniest things ever...until it happened to him!
"After all," his mother told him. "If Clayton can have a mail order bride for Christmas,
why can't you have one for New Year's?" So much for the annual scarf and mitten set she
usually got for him this time of year! Just what sort of mail order bride was HE going to
get? Elle Barstow spent most of her life at Winslow's Orphanage but now it was time to
leave and either find a job (of which there were none) become a mail order bride, or take
to the streets of New Orleans and hope for the best. Becoming a mail order bride looked
like the safest option, but Elle soon learned things don't always go the way we think
they will. Unwittingly involved in a horrendous encounter before she leaves New Orleans,
Elle can't possibly marry her future husband when she doesn't know if she's considered
guilty of murder! She figures her only chance is to avoid the law, not to mention her
future husband, until she finds out what really happened. Easier said than done. Her
future husband IS the law!
With annotated texts and glossary
A Memoir
Five Years in China
The Latter-Day Saints' Millennial Star
Early Years of His Royal Highness Albert Edward, Prince of Wales. By A.
From 1842 to 1847
On this long, unique, extraordinary journey, we join an American middle-aged teacher as she wanders the
world. Emigrating to Israel in 1983, she takes us to a boarding school where she cares for newly arrived
Ethiopian teenage immigrants. We follow her next to a small Israeli Arab town. In 1988, she takes us back to
China as it can never be seen again, and through her students' lives, watches its tumultuous changes from then
until 2005. Taiwan, Macau, Bali, and Korea also become "home," while New Zealand, Fiji, Turkey, Vietnam,
Russia, and Iceland, among others, beckon briefly, but she always returns to China. Through the enthralling
details of the everyday life of ordinary people, the reader virtually lives their struggles, fears, achievements,
joys and dreams. Curiosity, intensity, and the journals she keeps along the way are her constant traveling
companions. This independent budget traveler keenly experiences cultures, like a hummingbird with feet
planted firmly in mid-air, hovering, drinking deeply, and then flitting away to return another day. Interwoven
throughout are her personal, emotional, and spiritual journeys. This is a true life odyssey any seasoned or
armchair traveler will want to explore.
This unique collection of "Lucy Maud Montgomery's Holiday Classics (Tales of Christmas & New Year)" has
been designed and formatted to the highest digital standards. Christmas Stories A Christmas Inspiration The
Christmas Surprise at Enderly Road Aunt Cyrilla's Christmas Basket The Falsoms' Christmas Dinner The
Josephs' Christmas The Osbornes' Christmas Clorinda's Gifts Christmas at Red Butte A Christmas Mistake The
Unforgotten One The Red Room New Year Stories Uncle Richard's New Year's Dinner Bertie's New Year Ida's
New Year Cake Anne Shirley Series Anne of Green Gables Anne of Avonlea Anne of the Island Anne's House of
Dreams Rainbow Valley Rilla of Ingleside Lucy Maud Montgomery (1874–1942) was a Canadian author best
known for a series of novels beginning in 1908 with Anne of Green Gables. The book was an immediate
success. The central character, Anne Shirley, an orphaned girl, made Montgomery famous in her lifetime and
gave her an international following.
The Jewish religion is one of the major faiths of the world yet one of the least understood. In a wide-ranging
and accessible guide for the general reader Rabbi Naftali Brawer outlines the major themes and history of over
5,000 years of Jewish faith from its Abrahamic origins and the foundations of Jerusalem to the eras of exile,
diaspora, and persecution. From ritual and practise to faith and politics, the theology and history of Judaism
are bound together. Brawer argues that Judaism is poised between heaven and earth. On the one hand it calls
on its adherents to transcend the material world through ritual and prayer: on the other hand Judaism
positively celebrates joys of food, family and society. Through this seeming paradox, Brawer explores the
nature and characteristics of faith - God and Man, Torah, Mitzvah, the Jewish People and the Land of Israel. He
also shows how ritual and practise punctuate Jewish existence, from daily prayers to the rites of passage that
chart a lifetime.
The Cowboy and the New Year's Baby
The Wives of Henry the Eighth
The American Farmer
The Peterson Magazine
What No One Tells the Bride
The New Year's Bride
About The Author Elisabeth being the ex-wife of Mr. T, she was a mother of his children,
grandmother, daughter, and a sister. Growing up in the 1940’s and still a teenager in the 1950’s
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life was hard, but interesting. Being the daughter of Missionary Parents and having a 100% Irish
Mother, and a Jewish Indian father. I know you are saying what a combination; but it did work
they were married for 74/years. My mother who was one of the smartest women I’ve ever known
still alive and celebrating her 98 birthday July 17th 2011. Now a little about me the author:
Owner and operator of two Nursing & Health Care Businesses, after being a Psychiatric Nurse and
finally getting my Masters in Industrial Counseling working with drug and alcohol abuse in the
corporate world.
Ever wish for something to challenge your thinking? How about a fresh approach to applications
of Biblical truth? As with the first volume, The Daily Thought Shaker® Volume II is a collection
of devotions that adhere to the truth of God’s Word while employing humor and critical thinking.
Whether you prefer beginning or ending your day with a new thought about how God wants you to
live, this book can help. A random sample of the titles includes: “Safe Sex” (March 1), “Unused
Gift Cards” (December 26), “WWJD? Well, WDJD?” (January 26), “Rules for Fighting Fair”
(September 23), and “It’s Difficult to Over Pray” (September 24). Like its companion first
volume, it will cause you go deeper in your thinking about and application of Biblical truth in
your daily life.
Greece is famous for its glorious history, archaeological wealth, democracy and contribution to
sciences, but it is also a land of rich folk heritage. A Greek Folk Journey acquaints you with
this folk heritage by providing an insight into the abundance of customs, festivals and events
to be found in all corners of the country, presented by the month. Ancient and more recent
traditions live on in many of Greece's cities, towns or the smallest of villages, thanks to the
dedication of local communities, cultural associations and local authorities. Many of the events
have historic or religious backgrounds, others are contests or sporting competitions, including
world-famous marathons, sailing regattas and chess tournaments. Interesting seasonal produce
festivals also feature, such as cherry, watermelon, fig, mushroom, olive and wine festivals.
Commercial and agricultural fairs, which have a local flavour and where entertainment and
delicacies are offered to visitors, are described to entice you. And if that is not enough, A
Greek Folk Journey serves up regional dishes, helping you to savour the flavours of glorious
Greece.
The Last Days of Henry VIII
Murdered by Girlfriend
New Year's Wife
Including Anne Shirley Series
Theology, History and Practice
Chiefly Illustrating the Origin of Our Vulgar Customs, Ceremonies and Superstitions

Reproduction of the original: The Fundamental Principles of Old and New World Civilizations by Zelia
Nuttall
In 1855, Susan Hathorn set sail with her new husband Jode, captain of a three-masted cargo ship. She
maintained a record of her first year of marriage and her travels from Philadelphia to Savannah, United
States, to the Caribbean, across the Atlantic to Liverpool, England, and home to Maine barely in time to
prepare for the birth of the child her husband would never see.
Drawing on extensive fieldwork conducted in the 1980s and 1990s in southern Sichuan, this pathbreaking
study examines the nature of ethnic consciousness and ethnic relations among local communities,
focusing on the Nuosu (classified as Yi by the Chinese government), Prmi, Naze, and Han. It argues that
even within the same regional social system, ethnic identity is formulated, perceived, and promoted
differently by different communities at different times.The heart of the book consists of detailed case
studies of three Nuosu village communities, along with studies of Prmi and Naze communities, smaller
groups such as the Yala and Nasu, and Han Chinese who live in minority areas. These are followed by a
synthesis that compares different configurations of ethnic identity in different communities and discusses
the implications of these examples for our understanding of ethnicity and for the near future of China.
This lively description and analysis of the region's complex ethnic identities and relationships constitutes
an original and important contribution to the study of ethnic identity.Ways of Being Ethnic in Southwest
China will be of interest to social scientists concerned with issues of ethnicity and state-building.Stevan
Harrell is professor of anthropology at the University of Washington and curator of Asian ethnology at the
Burke Museum of Natural History and Culture.
Susan Hathorn's Year Under Sail
Newspaper Clippings from the Cullman, Alabama, Democrat 1935 - 1939
The Princess's New Year Wedding
Mock Joya's Things Japanese
The 5th Season: New year ku (books 1 & 2 of 4)
Musings of a First Chinese Daughter
“Ms. Gates, would you like to earn a quarter of a million dollars?” Phoebe must be dreaming.
She’s bowled over by gorgeous Italian billionaire Matteo Bianchi’s offer of redecorating a
spectacular house in the Hamptons and a mansion in Rome…and Phoebe can’t refuse! It’s just
what she needs to take her mind off losing her fiancé. But when they’re snowed in together
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on New Year’s Eve, their attraction explodes like the fireworks outside. And as Phoebe works
her magic across the two properties, Matteo wonders… Could he finally open his heart and
make her his bride?
'Laugh-out-loud funny . . . Unputdownable' - Heat A tongue-in-cheek comedy, perfect if you're
missing the buzz of the 2018 royal wedding! Thirty-nine-year-old Kate had almost given up on
love when she met her fiance. Now she's planning for the wedding she never dreamed she'd
have. But things seem to be slipping out of her control. Diana, born on the day of the 1981
Royal Wedding, never doubted that one day she would find her prince. Newly engaged, and
with Daddy's credit card in her grasp, she's in full Bridezilla mode. Against the backdrop of
the other couple getting married in April 2011, both women prepare for the most important
day of their lives. But will each bride get her perfect day? Or will it all become a right royal
fiasco? 'I've always liked Manby's books and this is my favourite so far . . . deeply cringemaking, sometimes poignant and often hilarious . . . I loved it. Six stars, hurrah!' - Daily Mail
Once Upon The Prairie - A Western Romance Novella (The Brides Of Courage, Kansas, Book 1)
Married to the meanest rancher in Kansas, unhappy Mina Morlock lives in a golden cage, as
her husband is also the richest man in the state. Her husband's foolishness puts him in awful
opposition to the charismatic cowboy Jesse Bartleby and his men. Drawn to Jesse, but married
to Neville Morlock, Mina does the right thing — and finds a happily-ever-after that she had not
dared to dream of. Enjoy this clean sixty-page Western romance by Lenny Davis. "The Brides
of Courage, Kansas" Series of Western Mail Order Bride Romances: 1. Once Upon The Prairie
2. She Came One Winter 3. A Bride In Spring 4. Heart Of Summer 5. Molly In Fall western
romance, mail order brides of the west, mail order bride, cowboy romance, christian mail
order brides romance, historical western romance, clean cowboy romance, clean western
romance, clean historical romance, wild west romance
Kate's Wedding
Travel, Culture and Gastronomy
Observations on Popular Antiquities
A Greek Folk Journey
Romance, Reason and Byron's Daughter
New Years Eve Murder: the Un-Solved Murder of Mr. T
This is an account of the occupation of Labuan and Borneo by her Majesty's forces.
Can a convenient marriage...lead to a happy-ever-after? Princess Lanza is determined to do her duty even if it means marrying a
virtual stranger! She knows dashing Prince Stefano is honouring his late brother's promise to unite their countries, and that she
must steel her heart, but it's not long before the captivating royal gets under her skin. Can their hastily arranged New Year
wedding lead to a lifetime of wedded bliss?
Reproduction of the original: The Wives of Henry the Eighth by Martin Hume
The Bride of Science
The Lady's Home Magazine of Literature, Art, and Fashion
Memoirs of a Middle-Aged Hummingbird
The New-years-gift, Complete: in Six Parts. Composed of Meditations and Prayers for Every Day in the Week, Etc
The Daily Thought Shaker , Volume Ii
Ways of Being Ethnic in Southwest China

After 35 years in power, Henry VIII was a bloated, hideously obese, black-humoured old man, rarely seen in public. He
had striven all his life to ensure the survival of his dynasty by siring legitimate sons, yet his only male heir was eight-yearold Prince Edward. It was increasingly obvious that when Henry died, real power in England would be exercised by a
regent. The prospect of that prize spurred the rival court factions into deadly conflict. Robert Hutchinson spent several
years in original archival research. He advances a genuinely new theory of Henry's medical history and the cause of his
death; he has unearthed some fabulous eyewitness material and papers from death warrants, confessions and even love
letters between Katherine Parr and the Lord High Admiral.
Indianapolis Monthly is the Circle Cityʼs essential chronicle and guide, an indispensable authority on whatʼs new and
whatʼs news. Through coverage of politics, crime, dining, style, business, sports, and arts and entertainment, each issue
offers compelling narrative stories and lively, urbane coverage of Indyʼs cultural landscape.
It began with a magical midnight kiss at a New Year Ball... ...and that's where paediatric nurse Hailey Winters knows it
has to end. She can't risk her heart on a single father again--but she's already fallen for gorgeous Callum Craig's
adorable child... Callum too has loved and lost. Now he devotes all his time to making sure his young son Tom gets well
again, and to his work as Head of Paediatrics. But when Hailey's in the room there's always a smile on Tom's face, and
hope in Callum's heart... And all Callum knows is that somehow, some way, he must make Hailey part of his family.
Lucy Maud Montgomery's Holiday Classics (Tales of Christmas & New Year)
Holiday Mail-Order Brides Book Two
Registration Report of Births, Marriages, Divorces, and Deaths for the Year Ended December 31 ...
The perfect read for the 2018 Royal Wedding season!
A Western Romance
Verses for Christmas and the New Year. Book 1, by L.A. Bennett. (Book 2, by H. Bonar. Book 3, by C.A. Fox).
This book is a full reference grammar of Qiang, one of the minority languages of southwest China, spoken by about 70,000 Qiang and Tibetan people in
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Aba Tibetan and Qiang Autonomous Prefecture in northern Sichuan Province. It belongs to the Qiangic branch of Tibeto-Burman (one of the two major
branches of Sino-Tibetan). The dialect presented in the book is the Northern Qiang variety spoken in Ronghong Village, Yadu Township, Chibusu District,
Mao County. This book, the first book-length description of the Qiang language in English, is the result of many years of work on the language, and is as
typologically comprehensive as possible. It includes not only the reference grammar, but also an ethnological overview, several fully analyzed texts (mostly
traditional stories), and an annotated glossary. The language is verb final, agglutinative (prefixing and suffixing), and has both head-marking and dependent
marking morphology. The phonology of Qiang is quite complex, with 39 consonants at seven points of articulation, plus complex consonant clusters, both
in initial and final position, as well as vowel harmony, vowel length distinctions, and a set of retroflexed vowels. The grammar also is complex, with a
paradigm of eight direction marking verbal prefixes, and two paradigms for person marking, one for actor, one for non-actor, and a variety of other verbal
prefixes and suffixes, as well as definite and number marking on nouns. Noun phrases take classifiers and relational pospositions as well.
Starting Afresh
HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS RECIPE FOR A HAPPY NEW YEAR 1 Bachelor pilot 1 Young widow 1 Oversize house 6 Assorted relatives Passion,
hope and love as desired In oversize house, toss together pilot and widow. Fold in memory of passionate midnight kiss and heat thoroughly. Add generous
dollop of assorted relatives. Season with passion, hope and love. Yield: A Home for the Holidays…and forever! HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS. Celebrate
the joy and love of Thanksgiving, Christmas and New Year's with three very special couples.
The Italian Billionaire's New Year Bride
The New Zealand Official Year-book
A Bride's Passage
A Grammar of Qiang
A Bride's Dilemma
Surviving the Wedding, Sex After the Honeymoon, Second Thoughts, Wedding Cake Freezer Burn, Becoming Your Mother, Screaming about Money,
Screaming about In-Laws, Maintaining Your Identity, and Being Blissfully Happy Despite It All
Melissa Winchester’s happily engaged to Jonah Bell. Life should be perfect for this youngest of the
Winchester Clan of Shady Forks, Wyoming, shouldn’t it? Until Jonah starts acting weird. Then gets into
public fighting. Then gets arrested. Then gets killed. Of course, Melissa’s seen his downhill trend over
the last few months and things have changed drastically between her and her betrothed. Now Melissa’s the
number one suspect in his murder. The handsome new sheriff in town believes she’s responsible for
killing Jonah. Her? Her! Melissa Winchester’s no murderer. What’s it going to take to convince this
sheriff otherwise?
Once Upon The Prairie (The Brides Of Courage, Kansas, Book 1)
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